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 Conditions in the mines were unbelievably insanitary; the
miner worked apart from his fellows and remained un-
educated and often almost uncivilised.1 Until Acts of
1775 and 1799 were passed to forbid the selling of miners,
Scottish colliers were literally slaves, and often elsewhere
they worked under conditions which were little better than
slavery.
With the coal industry was closely connected the iron
industry. At the beginning of the eighteenth century this
was declining owing to shortage of fuel, for the iron industry
was almost entirely dependent on charcoal and on supplies
of ore and pig iron imported from Scandinavia. In 1720
the output of bar iron amounted to only 20,000 tons; less
than 4,000 tons of iron were exported and about 20,000 tons
of iron ore were imported. JThe industry was scattered
throughout the country largely owing to shortage of fuel,
for smelting was still dependent on the use of charcoal,
and the iron furnaces were often far from the iron mines.
The need for water-power to provide the blast for the rolling
and splitting mills tended, however, to concentrate the
industry, and more than half the iron output of the country
was produced by works along the Severn.2 The capital of
iron firms was usually considerable even in the early years
of the century, and factories were not entirely unknown,
for both Ambrose Crowley and Sitwell had established them
in the seventeenth century. Increasing foreign competition
and rising costs of production, caused by the growing
shortage of fuel,3 provided the stimulus for improvement.!
There were two chief branches of the iron industry, one
concentrating on the smelting of ore and the production of
cast iron, the other transforming pig iron into wrought iron.
j* The ore was first of all smelted—i.e., reduced to pig—
in a blast furnace. Then if destined for casting it was
reduced again and run into a mould of the shape required.
But if destined for wrought iron, it was refined and hammered
1	See Webb, Story of the Durham Miners (1921).
2	Hammond, Rise of Mod. Industry, p. 134.
3	Sixteen hundredweight of charcoal was used to produce one ton
of pig iron (Ashton, op. cit.3 p. 86).

